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COMPOSITE BLOCK OPTIMIZED CLASSIFICATION DATA STRUCTURES 

Levon Aslanyan, Hasmik Sahakyan 

Abstract: There are different applications that require finding in a set all points most similar to the given query 
element. These are problems known as classification problems, or as best match, or the nearest neighbor search 
procedures. The main goal of this paper is to analyze the algorithmic constructions that appear in a model of 
recognizing the nearest neighbors in binary data sets. Our target is an earlier proposed algorithm [W,1971, R 
1974, A,2000] where existence and effectiveness of structures that serve the search procedure is raised. These 
structures split the search area into the perfect codes and/or the discrete isoperimetry problem solutions, which 
coexist for a very limited area of parameters. We extend indirectly these parameters through the composite block 
constructions and estimate the resulting loss of effectiveness of the procedure under consideration.  

Keywords: Pattern Recognition, Classification, Best Match, Perfect Code 

ACM Classification Keywords: 1.5. Pattern recognition, H.2.8 Database applications, Data mining 

Introduction 

Consider an application scenario.  

Let an orthography dictionary and a text file for correction is given. Word by word correction scenario fulfills 
consecutive comparison of text words with words that are in dictionary. Suppose that a formalism for simple word 
‘mistake formats’ is given – such as one or more wrong letters, single character transpositions, retyping mistakes, 
missing characters, etc. More detailed formalisms can be devised involving grammatical rules and relations but 
this simple model quiet well demonstrates the practical problem we consider. Suppose that we are able to define 
an appropriate measure (metric) between the words (correct and misspelled) – words of text and words of 
dictionary. Then, it is worthwhile to seek the correction word for the word from text among the closest words of 
the dictionary by the given metric [GM,2005]. 

Dramatically this simple scenario speaks about deep similarities between three very different research areas – 
coding for error correction theory, supervised classification and pattern recognition, and finally – the search for 
similarities - best matches and nearest neighbors. We do not have in our problem a single bit change like in basic 
coding theory but we have a larger change through the spelling error model. In terms of pattern recognition we 
work with too many classes – one for each dictionary word and the learning set (dictionary) is very large. Finally 
we deal with repeated searches in a single file (dictionary) which obviously is to be well structured to minimize the 
search time for these specific queries of word spelling. The problem is treating as is, without separating and 
allocating it to one of the mentioned research areas. Coding is used as the basic structuring tool, compactness 
hypothesis from pattern recognition is proving the optimality of structures, and search algorithm is composite to 
achieve the tradeoff between the structural validity and the functional optimality. 

The initial structures and investigation is by earlier works of P. Elias and R. Rivest [W,1971, R,1974]. A special 
cellular block partitioning of basic word space is considered, and a special dynamic programming style 
mechanism of search of best match or nearest neighbor word sets is applied. Consecutively, there appeared in 
area different alternative search strategies such as: k-d trees [F,1975], vp-trees [Y,1993], Voronoi tessellation 
[L,1982], etc. Although new forms and approaches are more perspective, we consider the basic model [W,1971, 
R,1974]  and our additional input is in applying our detailed study and results on discrete isoperimetry problem as 
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the known formalism for pattern recognition compactness hypothesis [A,1989, A,1981]. Then we construct 
composite blocks which split the basic set into the homogeneous blocks. Blocks are not isoperimetric so we 
estimate the resulting loss of search optimality.  

There are several typical applications by the same scenario. A data file, for example [F,1975], might contain 
information on all cities with post offices in a region. Associated with each city is its longitude and latitude. If a 
letter is addressed to a town without a post office, the closest town that has a post office might be chosen as the 
destination. The solution to such problem is of use in many other applications too. Information retrieval might 
involve searching in a catalogue for those items most similar to a given query item; each item in the file would be 
catalogued by numerical attributes that describe its characteristics. Classification decisions can be made by 
selecting prototype features from each category and finding which of these prototypes is closest to the record to 
be classified. Multivariate density estimation can be performed by calculating the volume about a given point 
containing the closest neighbors. 

Basic Structures and Definitions 

Let F  be a finite set of some binary words of length n . x  is an input binary n -word. )(xF  denotes the set of 

all words from F  having the (same) minimal possible distance from x  (in the simplest case the Hamming 
distance is applied). Optimization and complexity issues of algorithms, working with F  and x  and composition 
of )(xF  is considered, concerning with special constructions that map the basic set F  onto the computer 

memory. The initial methods, based on error correcting perfect codes are defined in [W,1971, R,1974]. They are 
restricted by the very limited set of possible perfect codes that limits the special constructions mentioned above. It 
is well known that the only nontrivial classes of binary perfect codes are Hamming and Golay codes [TP,1971, 
ZL,1972]. We use the geometric interpretation, when the code centered and none intersecting sphere systems 
are given. Linear codes allow optimizing of addressing issues in considered models. Spheres play the role of 
blocks when overall algorithm optimality requires the discrete isoperimetry property (DIP) of blocks.   

DIP problem is one of the typical issues of advanced discrete mathematics. DIP solutions are very close to the 
Hamming spheres geometrically. The complete coverage of basic binary set by such objects is highly important 
and provides more possibilities of construction of searching algorithms. Any positive steps on this direction 
require more knowledge on properties of the solutions of the DIP that are provided by authors in [A,1989 - 
A,2000]. 

So, let us suppose that the basic set n  of all binary words of length n  is divided into the blocks mBBB ,...,, 21 . 

Accordingly, miBFL ii ,...,,, 21  are the lists of elements of F  belonging to these blocks. They are 

saved as separate lists by addresses )( iBh , common for all elements of each such block of n . The idea of this 

searching construction is transparent - using a dynamic programming style algorithm of class of branches and 

leaves and a partitioning the space n  into the geometrically compact blocks, the algorithm may apply to less 

input information to get the )(xF  by an input x . To achieve this result we have to divide n  into the disjoint 

blocks - solutions of the DIP [R,1974]. For example, splitting into the spheres by a perfect code is ideal. And the 

problem is that neither the splitting of n  into the solutions of the isoperimetry problem nor the construction of a 
perfect code for an arbitrary n  is possible. Alternatives are to be constructed and then evaluated. 

Let us summarize the main points of structuring n  for search: 
n  is divided into the simple blocks mBBB ,...,, 21 . Blocks are similar in their sizes, and the lists of elements in 

blocks miBFL ii ,...,,, 21  practically have comparable sizes. 
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Given an arbitrary x , blocks can be quickly and simply ranged by their distances to x .  

The simplest partition as we mentioned is by a Hamming code. But these codes exist for dimensions 12  qn  
only. And the block size by Hamming codes is very much limited: 1n . The same time ranging blocks by the 
input vector x  is very quick and ideally simple. Other codes such as Golay codes and non linear codes or codes 
in other distances do minimal help. It is also to take into account the quasi-perfect and nearly perfect codes which 
provide more constructions for approximating the problem. Next issue is the search optimality that depends on 
block shapes. The main point of optimality is proposed in [R,1974]: 

The block is optimal when its shape is the DIP solution.  

Let us comment the proposed optimality of DIP solutions in [R,1974]. In a supposition that F  is a random set of 

vertices of n with membership probability p , probabilities of blocks that are analyzed for )(xF  are evaluated. 

The following resolution is used: 

  

    ),()()( )()( 12 mnBCBC mmn  (1) 
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Here C  and B  are blocks of the same size, and B  is DIP optimal. In fact B  is spherical [R,1974] or initial 

segment of standard placement nL (see below) [A,1989]. )( iB  is the i  neighborhood of B  - the vertices that are 

in distance i  from B . ),( mn  is probability that a sphere of radius m  is empty (of F ). m  is the 

position/index, that )()( ii BC   for 10  mi ,...,  (that probably may happen) but )()( mm BC  . Because 

of DIP optimality of B : 

)()( ii BC   for some number of indexes i  after m , then this may become negative, and in case )( iC  

may become 0.  

(4) 

[R,1974] formulates the lexicographic minimality of )()()( ,...,,..., ki BBB 0 . This is not satisfactory for transfer 

from (2) to (3). The stronger and satisfactory is (4) that we brought above in accord to DIP postulations of 
[A,1989].  

Consider a set nA  . A point A  is called the inner point of A  if the unit sphere 

}),(|{)( 1  ASn  at  , is a member of A . In opposite case we call   the boundary point of 

A . Let AA  )(  is the collection of all inner points of A . Then )(\)( AAA   is the set of all boundary 

vertices. A set nA   is called DIP optimal (isoperimetric) if )()( BA  for any nB  , AB  .  

Consider the linear order nL  of vertices n  called standard.  nL  is the order of vertex sets of layers of n  from 

0 to n, and inside the layers - order is lexicographical. Let a  is a nonnegative integer, na 2 . Denote by )(aLn  

the initial a -segment of nL , then the Main Isoperimetric Theorem proves that )(aLn  is a solution of DIP 

[A,1989]. This result was formulated independently by different authors.  
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Call the number m  ,k -spherical, if   

k

i

i
nCm

0
. As it has been proposed in [R,1974] the optimal best 

match search algorithms of hashing class correspond to the selection of blocks iB  which are the DIP solutions. 

To apply this result one need to split n  into such blocks. We have:  

The arbitrary solution of the DIP contains a Hamming sphere of the maximal possible sphere by the given m  
(the radius of these sphere equals k ) and only the additional   vertices or the part of these might be arranged 

differently. 

At least for 12 n cases by all different m  the more precise description of solutions of DIP is given. These DIP 
solutions are included in a sphere of radius 2k . Such numbers m  we call critical. The quantity of vertices 
between some two closest critical numbers is distributed randomly and they can’t create additional inner vertices. 

The number of subsets of n  with   interior vertices is distributed by the Poisson's distribution with the main 

value ½. This is in case of random membership of vertices of n  into the considered sets by the probability ½. 
For probabilities other than ½ the picture is similar but more complicated, which is described in a separate paper. 

All the above mentioned descriptions of DIP solutions are rather complicated to construct the precise splitting of 
n  by these objects. So the geometrical shape of the DIP solutions give us the ideal partitioning objects 

exemplifying. 

Coming back to the formula (3) let 0i  be the minimal index i  with 0)( iC . We take ),( 0in instead of  

),( mn  in (3) for indexes  0i  and above. For parts where )()( ii BC   are positive and negative we may take 

some evaluating values ),( 1in  and ),( 2in  which is also possible. Then it is easy to see that ),( 1in  

satisfies (3) because of  


nmnm
BC





 )()( . 

Recall the main requirements to block structures: partitioning of n ; computation of distances; and DIP 
optimality. The Hamming sphere is the simplest DIP solution. For other block sizes DIP solutions are similar but 

different. First question arises is about the approximate block partitioning of n . One approach is in partitioning 
into the DIP solutions with intersections. If diversity of DIP solutions is high and/or intersections can be minimized 
then the optimality loss is related to repetitions of elements in different lists which may be small. The second 
approach is in splitting the space into the subspaces for which block partitioning is effective. Even small blocks in 
subspaces become large in a Cartesian product. The optimality loss is related to non DIP optimality of product 
which is estimated below. Before that we mention in short some similar structures from the coding theory. Here 
accent is exactly on reduction of repetitions of elements in intersections and not to the DIP optimality. 

An ),( tn -quasi-perfect code is a code for which the spheres of radius t  around the code words are disjoint, and 

every vector is at most 1t  from some code word. A subclass of quasi-perfect codes is nearly perfect codes. A 

few nearly perfect code sets are known. For 1t  there exists a nearly perfect code for any 22  qn . For 

2t  there exist a nearly perfect code for 14  qn . It is also known that no other nearly perfect codes exist. 

For any nearly perfect code: vectors with a greater than t  distance from any code word is at distance 1t  from 

exactly  )/( 1tn  other code words; and vectors of distance t  from some code word are at distance 1t  

from exactly  )/()( 1 ttn  other code words. 
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Composite Block Structures 

Second approach concerned to effective structuring for best match search is to analyze the possibility of 

structuring the so called composite blocks. This is when we split the basic space n  into the Cartesian product of 
smaller size spaces. Then we use different constructions, based on the Hamming spheres of different sizes. 

Given an n  we first choose a number of form 12 q  to be not greater than n . As we know there exists a 

perfect Hamming code for this case, so, the exact partitioning of n  into the spheres of radius 1 is given and 

may be used. Considering partitioning of n  according with the Cartesian product of 12 
q

 and 12 
qn , we 

can choose the splitting of the first subspace as a Hamming code while the second part might be reminded as is 
or further split by itself. The main advantage is that the blocks are Hamming spheres and that the values of 

corresponding )(xh  functions as well as the distances of these blocks from the arbitrary points nx   are 

simply computable. 

 Generalization of this idea is related to the special representation of arbitrary numbers n  by the sums of 

numbers of form 12 q . This is for decomposition of n  into the subcubes, which can be covered by the sets of 
disjoint Hamming spheres. In parallel additional compounds may be used such as Golay codes and the simple 
constructions which partition arbitrary cubes into the two subspheres, etc. 

To be compact we can formulate the following properties: 

Let us consider a binary vector ),...,,(~
11   nn . The corresponding sum  

 
n

i

i
is

1

1 12 )()~(   is 

limited by numbers 0  and nn 12 . Moreover, all sums of form )~(s  don’t cover this interval completely. 

Sums )~(s  achieve the 12 n  different values. The last coordinate - 1  is not essential for the value of )~(s . 

Let us consider the vector i1
~  with the all 1  coordinates on positions ijj ,  and 0  elsewhere. We'll double the 

last sum term - 12 1 i , which corresponds to the i -th  1  of i1
~ . Then we get the numbers from 22 n  to 

nn 2  continuously. For the numbers, starting from 12  nn  and smaller we can prove by induction on n , 
that doubling only one sum term we can receive an arbitrary number from the remainder part. 

Consider a simple case of composite blocks which are in 2 parts. Let 
12

1
1 22




qq

n . Consider Hamming 

codes in 
112



q

 and in 
122



q

  and define the blocks as Cartesian product of unit spheres defined by these 
codes. Such block is included in a sphere of radius 2. Similarly in the case of Cartesian product of two arbitrary 
spheres – one of radius 1k  and second of radius 2k , the result is included in sphere of radius 21 kk  . The 

points of these spheres that are not a block member are in different layers. In second layer for example there are 

21 kk   points. This formula can be extended for other layers but we prefer to compute the missing points from 

another point of view.  

First claim is that constructed blocks consist of 
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i
qq CCb points each. Number of points of 

21 kk   sphere is 






21
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0
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i

i
qqCs . The number of missing point of block to the complete sphere equals 

bs  .  Compare s  and b . In a simplified structure when qqq  21  and kkk  21  we apply the 

following known inequality [PW,1972]: 
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Here n  supposed to take integer values. Blocks in general are not very large so that we suppose the sphere 

radius is some constant number. Let )(1o  with n . Then 2

12
)(~ k

qCb


 and  k
qCs 2

122 )(
~


. For small 

k , the Hamming case included, these values are comparable. 

Conclusion 

Finding nearest neighbors is a regular procedure in experimental data analysis. Pattern recognition is the closest 
model where the nearest elements of the learning set is a question. To quick up the search for similarities it is 
common to use divide and conquer approach through the partition of unit cube into the blocks. Three 
requirements are the main:  partitioning; computation of distances; and optimality. The tradeoff between these 
concurring requirements can be resolved partially. DIP solutions and standard placement in particular, perfect 
and nearly perfect codes that exist for exceptional dimensions, and space partitioning into the Cartesian products 
are the main algorithmic resource. Complete solutions are linked to perfect codes and all other cases are 
accompanied with losses and approximations. Future work will describe similar structures in other metrics, e.g. 
Lee metrics.  
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